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QUESTION: 58
Your Customer has implemented Oracle Cloud Manufacturing and the Manufacturing
user is in the process of defining Work Definition and Operations. However, this user is
unable to assign an ad hoc item, Grease, to an operation. Identify the reason.

A. The user doesn’t have Override Item Structure Components in the Work Definition
privileges.
B. An item cannot be assigned on an ad hoc basis.
C. The user doesn’t have access to the PIM module.
D. The user doesn’t have Data access to create item structure.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 59
In a Manufacturing Cloud post production support environment, a user wants to update
some of the operations in the work orders by using the Midpoint Scheduling feature.
However, the user is unable to update any of the orders.
Identify two reasons.

A. The work order operations do not have operations start or completion date.
B. The scheduled resources are not part of the organization selected by the user.
C. None of the operations include scheduled resources.
D. The operations are missing sequence.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 60
Identify the three changes that are allowed to be made to active Work Definition in a
Work Center, without creating a new version.

A. Delete an Operation
B. Costing Priority
C. Production Priority
D. Add an Operation
E. Completion Subinventory

Answer: C, D, E

QUESTION: 61
Your customer has multiple distribution centers and a few manufacturing plants. Plants
make different items with some overlap between them in terms of products
manufactured. The distribution centers stock parts from all plants. A Corporate
Engineering team is responsible for centrally defining items and catalogues. This team
defines the items and sets the attributes for most parameters. The respective distribution
centers and manufacturing plants are allowed to change some attributes locally.
Identify two different ways of achieving this requirement.

A. Set up Plants as Inventory Organizations, Distribution Centers as Item Organizations,
and Corporate Engineering organization as Inventory Organization.
B. Set up Plants as Inventory Organizations, Distribution Centers as Inventory
Organizations, and Corporate Engineering organizations as Item Organization.
C. Set up Plants and Distribution Centers as Inventory organizations and Corporate
Engineering organization as Item Organization
D. Set up Plants and Distribution Centers as Inventory organizations and Corporate
Engineering organization as Inventory Organization.
E. Set up Plants as Inventory Organizations, Distribution Centers as Item Organizations,
and Corporate Engineering organization as Item Organization.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 62
Your customer is a light assembly manufacturing company that doesn’t require shop
floor control. A manufacturing engineer wants to generate a work definition
automatically for some items, and wants to eliminate the explicit maintenance of work
definitions. Which three steps must be completed and verified in the Work Definition
area?

A. Ensure the predefined work definition name ORA_MAIN name is active.
B. Select a resource that is to be used in automatic work definition by enabling the
attribute Default for automatic work definition.
C. Select a standard operation that is to be used in automatic work definition by enabling
the attribute Default for automatic work definition.
D. Ensure the item is a standard item with a secondary item structure.
E. Ensure there is only one default standard operation at a given point in time.

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 63
As a production supervisor, you require immediate access to critical shop floor
execution systems to take action while on the go. Which four work order related actions
can be taken in the Manufacturing Supervisor mobile application?

A. Executing standard work order and updating item and resource usage
B. Creating a new standard or non standard work order
C. Searching for work orders and sending them through e-mail
D. Releasing work orders using quick swipe details
E. Reviewing operation, component, and resource detail
F. Reviewing customer information of work orders

Answer: C, D, E, F

QUESTION: 64
Your customer has the following business requirement. There are two work definitions
created in the application. One Work Definition for Engine Finished Good and other
Work Definition for Pallet Finished Good. The Engine Finished Good item should have
Pallet Finished Goods as one of its component. Identify the way to establish the
relationship between Pallet and Engine Work Definitions.

A. Create a Subinventory that could be the completion Subinventory for yielding the
pallet and then the same Subinventory can serve as the supply Subinventory of the pallet
in the Work Definition created for Engine.
B. Assign a higher priority to the Work Definition created for Engine and a lower one
for the Work Definition for Pallet.
C. The two Work Definitions can be tied through Project or Seiban numbers.
D. The Work Definition versions can be used to tie the Work Orders.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 65
In a manufacturing plant, a production operator in a given shift completes a car
assembly and reports this using orderless completion by referencing a Work Definition.
Identify the two purposes of the referenced Work Definition in Orderless reporting.

A. Material usage
B. Resource usage
C. Processing steps
D. Scrap material

E. Return material

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 66
A manufacturing cloud user wants to print information available in the work order in
PDF. Identify the three reports that the user can print directly from the work order screen
using the Print PDF action.

A. Work Order Traveler
B. Resource List
C. Print Labels
D. Print Component List
E. Bill of material

Answer: A, C, D
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